
 2021 CONNY Boys Tournament Rules & Playing Guidelines 

CONNY WILL NOT TOLERATE UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT 

Boys Game officials are instructed to enforce strictly NFHS RULE 5 Section 10 UNSPORTSMANLIKE 
CONDUCT, with special emphasis on arguing with officials, use of inappropriate language, baiting and 
taunting. This includes the conduct of coaches, other sideline personnel, players, and spectators.  

Head coaches are responsible for the conduct of their players, coaching staff, sideline personnel, and 
spectators affiliated with their team. CONNY maintains and supports ZERO TOLERANCE.  

Teams are allowed only 3 certified coaches on the sideline. Timers and scorers do not count, unless they 
actively coach players. Only the head coach is allowed to approach referees with rules questions. 
Dissenting and arguing calls is not permitted. 

2021 Tournament Rules 

All regular season CONNY Rules are in effect, except as noted below: 

2021 Senior Boys Rules Changes for Tournaments only  

RULE 4-13 ADVANCING THE BALL BEYOND THE CENTER LINE, and  
RULE 4-14 ADVANCING THE BALL INTO GOAL AREA, shall apply in Senior Tier 1 games only.  
NOTE to OFFICIALS: Bring your timers to Tier 1 Senior games. 

2021 Senior & Junior Boys Rules Changes for Tournaments only  

1. RULE 4-3 FACING OFF, CONNY Article 4 Unlike in previous years, this CONNY Article will be in 
effect: Any time the goal differential reaches six (6) or more goals, in lieu of a face-off after a 
score (but not at the start of a quarter), the trailing team will be awarded possession of the ball 
at the center of the field, unless the head coach of the trailing team elects to continue facing off. 

2. RULE 4-21 SUBSTITUTION PROCEDURES, for CONNY Tournament games “horn substitutions” 
are not allowed after the ball has gone out of bounds on the end lines. 

3. RULE 4-25 TEAM TIMEOUTS, For CONNY Tournament games only two team timeouts are 
permitted per half. 

4. Game officials are urged to enforce strictly the body and stick checking rules for the age level 
they are officiating.   

5. Higher Seed Responsible for Official Time/Score (though we suggest both teams track score) 

2021 Lightning Boys Modifications for Tournaments only  

1. All games are SMALL-SIDED/SMALL-FIELD. 
2. Four 20-minute running time games, no half time – Jamboree Format. 
3. CONNY Lightning RULE 4.5 TEAM PLAY: Of the two options under this CONNY Lightning Rule to 

discourage ball hogging, Excessive Possession is strongly recommended over Two-Passes. Under 
Excessive Possession Rule, a player who gains possession of the ball must attempt a pass or shot 
within 4 to 7 seconds, at the official’s discretion. Dropping the ball on the ground and then 
scooping it back up does not restart the excessive possession count unless the drop was caused 
by an opposing player’s check or is obviously inadvertent. Violation of this rule is a technical foul 
with the ball awarded to the opposing team. 

4. Higher Seed Responsible for Official Time/Score (though we suggest both teams track score). 
 


